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Abstract—Charge coupled devices (CCDs) have been
shown to have potential for detecting charged particles
and other forms of ionising radiation. In particular, the
FOXVWHUVLQWKHSL[HOLPDJHVSURGXFHGDUHGLVWLQFWLYHIRUĮ
DQG ȕ UDGLDWLRQV ZLWK Į SDUWLFOHV FDXVLQJ large,
symmetrical clusters or long, vertical tracks often
referred to as blooming DQG ȕ SDUWLFOHV FDXVLQJ ORQJ
curved tracks. The size and shape of these tracks are also
related to the energy of the incident radiation, giving the
potential for spectroscopy of these types of radiation. This
could be used, for example, to realise a hand-held,
portable device for in-situ detection and identification of
radioactive contamination. Images have been taken of
exposures to a 2103R Į-particle source using Sony
ICX825AL interline transfer CCDs, covered with a thin,
aluminised Mylar film to prevent inadvertent exposure to
light. Both vertical streaks and round clusters have been
observed in each of the three CCDs used. Increased levels
of noise have been seen after several hours of exposure to
the 2103R VRXUFH IRXQG WR EH FDXVHG E\ GDPDJH IURP Į
radiation. Three methods have been investigated to
reduce this noise: 1) Annealing at 100°C for 24 hours
repairs a significant proportion of the damage caused by
the Į radiation, though the effectiveness is reduced with
each subsequent exposure and annealing cycle; 2) Cooling
is performed during exposures by using a heat pipe to
move heat away from the back of the CCD and a fan to
cool the heat pipe and electronics associated with the
CCD. This reduces the dark current during CCD
measurements, and the method of cooling used allows the
device to retain its small, hand-held size; 3) Any
remaining noise can be removed later using image
processing. These techniques are combined to extend the
lifetime of the device. The rate of damage from the 210Po
source is similar whether the device is cooled or not,
however the noise evident in the images produced when
cooled is significantly less, allowing the CCD to be used
for a longer time between annealing operations.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

HE detection and identification of radioactive
contamination is essential in the nuclear industry but may
be difficult to achieve in-situ IRUĮUDGLDWLRQRZLQJWRLWVshort
range in air%HFDXVHĮ-emitting radioactivity is particularly
hazardous LILQKDOHGRULQJHVWHGLGHQWLI\LQJĮFRQWDPLQDWLRQ
is critical to managing this risk 8VXDOO\ Į-particle
spectroscopy is performed in a laboratory by processing the
sample to isolate the radioisotope and detecting WKH Į
radiation under a vacuum. This procedure is not always
practical because of the processing and equipment involved.
CCDs are small, semiconductor pixel-imaging devices
commonly used in digital cameras. Different types of
radiation leave distinctive tracks in CCDs, allowing them to
be used for identification of radiation. CCDs are small in size
making them suitable for use in a hand-held instrument, and
potentially usable in-situ.
As radiation enters a CCD, charge carriers are created via
ionization in the active region of the device, as shown in Fig.
1. The evolved charge is then collected by gate electrodes,
passed through adjacent pixels, and read out sequentially to
form a pixelated image based on the location of the charge
carrier distribution in the CCD, and hence that of the
associated interactions. Different types of artifacts may
constitute these images, depending on the interactions of the
radiation in the CCD. As the radiation scatters through
several pixels, this will leave a trail of charge carriers,
resulting in a track of pixels. If a large amount of energy is
deposited in a given pixel, it diffuses through the substrate to
create large, symmetrical clusters of pixels. If the amount of
created charge reaches the capacity of the pixel, it may
overflow vertically. This “blooming” would be expected to
leave a vertical streak of pixels in the absence of any
blooming correction facilities.

Index Terms—Charge coupled device, alpha radiation,
radiation damage.
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The device can be seen in Fig. 3, with the CCD itself covered
with an aluminised Mylar film to prevent the interaction of
light which would otherwise dominate the image. The CCD
can be seen uncovered in the inset image.

Fig. 1. A schematic cross section of a single pixel within a CCD.

II. PRIOR ART
It has been reported that ȕ particles often cause long,
curved tracks as they scatter through the CCD, and that Į
particles typically form large, round clusters [1], [2]. This is
because the latter interact more strongly, creating a larger
number of charge carriers in a single pixel which diffuses into
the surrounding pixels. Occasionally, Į particles will also
bloom into a vertical streak.
In research prior to that presented here, similar differences
have been seen, as shown in Fig. 2. Here, the larger round
clusters and vertical streaks from Į radiation can be seen as a
result of exposure to a 210Po source. In the exposures to 60Co
and 137Cs, smaller clusters and curved tracks can be seen from
the ȕ and Ȗ radiation. These can be used to identify Į and ȕ
sources, respectively, through the analysis of the sizes and
shapes of the clusters produced [3], [4].

Fig. 3. Į-particle detection device used in this research showing the CCD
covered with Mylar film and the associated electronics. Inset: Uncovered
CCD.

IV. ALPHA DAMAGE
Over continued exposure of the CCD to Į radiation, an
increase in noise was observed in the images produced. This
noise consists of bright pixels where no interactions with
radiation have occurred during the current exposure. At low
levels of noise this does not cause a significant problem,
KRZHYHUDKLJKOHYHORIQRLVHFDQLPSDFWWKHDFFXUDF\RIĮparticle detection. To confirm that the noise was caused by
damage from the Į radiation, half of the CCD imaging area
was covered with card sufficiently thick to stop the Į
particles. The CCD was then exposed to a 210Po source with
an activity of 21 Bq for five hours. At each hour interval, a
background measurement was taken with no source present.
Consistent sections of each side of the images produced were
then analysed to identify a difference in the number of signals
in the background between the covered and uncovered sides
of the CCD. The data can be seen in Fig. 4.
It is clear that the uncovered section which has been
H[SRVHG WR WKH Į UDGLDWLRQ KDV LQFUHDVHG LQ EDFNJURXQG
signals with each additional hour of exposure. In contrast, the
covered side ZKLFK SUHYHQWHG Į SDUWLFOHV IURP LQWHUDFWLQJ
ZLWK WKH &&' VKRZHG QR FKDQJH RYHU WKH -hour period.
Similar experiments were performed with the 320 kBq 137Cs
source and, over a period of 9 hours, no change was seen in
WKH EDFNJURXQG 7KLV LQGLFDWHV WKDW Į Uadiation is the most
significant cause of the increase in background noise.

Fig. 2. Example sections of typical exposures to: (a) a 210Po D-particle source
for 30 s; (b) a 60&RȕȖVRXUFHIRU s; (c) a 137&VȕȖsource for 1 s.

III. CCD DETAILS
The CCD used for this research is D6RQ\,&;$/7KLV
is an interline CCD with 1392 × 1040 pixels and a pixel size
RIîȝPIRUDWRWDOLPDJLQJDUHDRIîPP
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Fig. . The average number of bright pixels (noise) in images produced by
the CCD in -minute exposures with no source present at three different
levels of cooling: no cooling, just the heat pipe, and heat pipe with a fan.

Fig. 4. The number of bright pixels in a 30-s background measurement for
equivalent-size sections on the covered and uncovered side of the CCD after
each additional hour of exposure to a 210Po source.

C. Image processing
Any remaining noise can be removed by image processing.
As the noise consists of pixels with lower intensity values
than the pixels where Į radiation interacted, and typically
occurs in single pixels, the images can be processed to
remove this low intensity noise. Images were taken with no
CCD present to obtain pure noise images, and the average
intensity of the pixels considered. This was compared with a
typical Į signal, to determine a cut-off intensity of 100. For
any cluster of pixels in which the brightest pixel has an
intensity of less than 100, the entire cluster is removed. If any
single pixel is over this threshold, the entire cluster is kept.
This ensures that no information is lost froP WKH Į-particle
VWUHDNVZKLFKDUHEULJKWZKHUHWKHĮSDUWLFOHLQWHUDFWHGEXW
tend to low intensities. An example section of an image
before and after processing can be seen in Fig. 6. This shows
the significant reduction in noise possible with image
processing.

V. REPAIR MECHANISMS
Multiple techniques have been considered to repair the
damage SURGXFHG E\ LQWHUDFWLRQV ZLWK Į UDGLDWLRQ and to
mitigate the effects of the damage during exposure. The
techniques used have consisted of annealing, cooling and
image processing. These may collectively be used to improve
WKHDFFXUDF\RIĮGHWHFWLRQDQG extend the useful lifetime of
the device.
A. Annealing
Annealing was performed to repair some of the damage
caused by the Į radiation. The entire device was heated to a
temperature of 100°C for 24 hours, reducing the amount of
noise by 89% in one anneal. It has been found that the
annealing is slightly less effective with each subsequent
cycle, as in each case not all of the damage is repaired.
Heating to a higher temperature has been shown to be
effective at repairing a greater amount of damage in other
CCDs >@, however this would require dismantling the device
due to the problems higher temperatures might cause, such as
damaging electronic components. This would not be practical
for standard use and so the 100°C temperature was used as
this allows the entire device to be heated, while still resulting
in significant reduction to the damage.
B. Cooling
To minimize the noise created by the damage during
operation, the CCD is cooled. A copper heat pipe is used to
draw heat away from the CCD and is then cooled by a fan.
The noise reduction from cooling with different combinations
of the fan and heat pipe can be seen in Fig. . The heat pipe
alone is successful at reducing the noise by , which is
useful for situations where it may not be practical to be
operating a fan, such as where contamination may be in the
form of dust. However, if a fan is also able to be used, the
noise reduces by . This allows the CCD to be used for
a much longer time between annealing, as although the rate
of damage remains the same, it will not be as evident in the
images produced.
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Fig. 6. A representative section of a CCD image produced under a 30-s
exposure to a 210Po source (a) before and (b) after processing to remove noise.

VI. CONCLUSION
CCDs can be used to image and identify Į radiation,
however they are subject to damage from the Į particles
which produce increasing levels of noise over continued
exposure. This noise can be reduced through cooling the
device and image processing. As the noise builds to a
problematic level, a significant amount of the damage can be
repaired through annealing. By combining these techniques,
the lifetime of the device as an Į-particle detector is greatly
extended and the accuracy of detection improved by reducing
false measurements or masked signals due to noise.
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